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It doesn’t seem fair to revisit the residents of Newport Beach without also

checking back in with their primetime competitors in Tree Hill, N.C., so part

two of this series chronicles the current state of some “One Tree Hill”

favorites.

“The O.C.” ran from August 2003 to February 2007 while “One Tree Hill”

followed up in September 2003 and didn’t stop going until its 187th episode

in April 2012. Nine seasons worth of drama presents lots of routes for actors

to take, which is why this list will only be composed of main characters.

Chad Michael MurrayChad Michael Murray
Chad Michael Murray graced the pages of teen magazines throughout the

mid-2000s because he, like many other pretty-faced actors, was pigeonholed

as a romantic interest. Murray had short runs on “Gilmore Girls” and

“Dawson’s Creek” as well as a leading role opposite Lindsay Lohan in the

“Freaky Friday” remake before settling into a multidimensional character

on “One Tree Hill.”
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He revisited his empty-shell-of-a-character-ways in “A Cinderella Story” and

attempted to be a brooding bad ass in

“House of Wax” all while fulfilling his

role of aspiring novelist/basketball

player with a heart condition, Lucas

Scott. Murray dropped off “One Tree

Hill” in 2009 at the end of season six.

He landed three TV movies—one of

which put him opposite Christina

Milian and Ashley Benson—before

reappearing on one of the final

episodes of “One Tree Hill” and

starring as the founder of the To Write

Love on Her Arms—an organization

strongly supported by co-star and ex-

wife Sophia Bush—opposite its

inspiration portrayed by Kat Dennings

in 2012. Murray tried the horror role

again in “The Haunting in Connecticut

2: Ghosts of Georgia,” and then the Sundance Film Festival favorite

“Fruitvale Station” in 2013 before putting on a uniform with “The O.C.’s”

Ben McKenzie in “Southland” in 2013.

When it comes to his personal life, Murray married co-star Sophia Bush in

April 2005 after a yearlong engagement that ended in their separation 5

months after tying the knot. Murray kept it on set again with an extra in the

form of Miss North Carolina Teen USA’s first runner-up, Kenzie Dalton.

Murray and Dalton were engaged in April 2006 and called off the seven-

year engagement in August 2013. Murray now has two movies in the works,

one of which is “Left Behind” where he met his current girlfriend, Nicky

Whelan.

James LaffertyJames Lafferty
Unlike Murray, Lafferty didn’t do

much before or after “One Tree Hill.”

Leading up to his breakthrough role,

Lafferty snagged some pilots that

never took off, one of which was

“Emeril,” a show chronicling the life

of chef Emeril Lagasse playing

himself. While portraying Murray’s TV

half brother/basketball star Nathan,

Lafferty took on the “Donnie Darko”

prequel, “S. Darko” and a buzz-less

cowboy movie. Lafferty also has a real

life brother, Stuart, who made a guest

appearance as a distant family
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member in a 2005 episode of the

show. His next endeavor is a horror

flick, “Oculus,” from the producers of

“Paranormal Activity” and “Insidious.”

In the real-life relationship realm of

things, Murray confirmed Lafferty

and Bush were dating in October 2008,

a relationship that ended a year later.

Lafferty is currently single after a

recent three-year relationship with

U2’s Bono’s daughter, Eve Hewson,

who willingly starred in a Harlem

Shake video with Lafferty drinking

wine straight out of the bottle in a

storm trooper costume.

Hilarie BurtonHilarie Burton
Unlike many of the others on this

show, Burton did not start out acting,

and her biggest break wasn’t thanks to

“One Tree Hill.” Burton began her

career as an MTV VJ on “Total Request

Live” in the early 2000s. She snagged

the role of an independent conformist

in the form of Peyton Sawyer—a

cheerleader who hated everyone and

just wanted to listen to her music—

while also starring in some coming-of-

age teenage tales until she left the

show the same time as Murray in

2009. Also like Murray, Burton starred

in several TV movies following her

Tree Hill stint, which also featured a

Christmas flick. Burton stayed

comfortable in her TV ways with

recurring roles on “White Collar,” “Grey’s Anatomy” and “Hostages”

throughout or up until 2013. She currently has one movie in post-

production, “Plastic Jesus.”

When it came to her love life, Burton also shopped around set when

marrying assistant director Ian Prange in 2004. The two divorced in 2009,

and Burton is currently in her fifth year of dating her three-year-old son’s

father, Jeffrey Dean Morgan, an actor who also spent time in the “Grey’s

Anatomy” hospital set, but not at the same time as Burton.

Sophia BushSophia Bush

http://www.eonline.com/news/65939/sources-confirm-sophia-bush-dating-james-lafferty
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Bush played a home wrecker in “Van

Wilder: Party Liaison” and a

cheerleader in “Nip/Tuck” before

playing a home wrecking cheerleader

in “One Tree Hill.” She screamed for

her life in “Stay Alive” and “The

Hitcher” in 2006 and 2007 respectively

and had a couple short films until her

Tree Hill run ended in 2012. She kept

up her TV resume with “Partners,”

“Chicago Fire“ and its spinoff,

“Chicago PD” where she plays

Detective Erin Lindsay. Bush’s

detective character will be making an

appearance on “Law & Order: Special

Victims Unit” Feb. 26.

Bush is a vocal activist of many causes

such as To Write Love on Her Arms,

Fuck Cancer, Run For the Gulf, and Global Green Gulf Relief, as well as

being a partner for DoSomething.org. When it comes to Bush’s romantic

history, she appears to be a serial co-star dater—something she apparently

regrets. She dated (then married) Murray followed by Lafferty and then

Austin Nichols. Nichols had apparently been dating Bush for years, but

didn’t come clean until 2010 when he took a role as her filmmaker love

interest for the remainder of the series. The duo split in 2012, and Bush has

been dating a program manager at Google since last year.

Bethany Joy LenzBethany Joy Lenz
Joy Lenz keeps it solely in the TV

world like the many of her co-stars

because apparently they’ve

pigeonholed themselves. She began

her career with TV movies and a role

on the soap opera, “Guiding Light”

with a few one-episode appearances

on “Charmed” and “Felicity.” She

busted out her Tree Hill pom poms for

“Bring It On Again” in 2004 while also

filming “One Tree Hill.” She

transferred the role of Haley James

Scott, nerd turned cheerleader and

star basketball player’s wife, to a cross

show appearance on “Life

Unexpected” with Kate Voegele’s Mia.

Most recently, Joy Lenz embraced her

crime acting with “Dexter” and “CSI:

http://www.eonline.com/news/496792/sophia-bush-disses-chad-michael-murray-again-i-ve-dated-a-couple-of-the-wrong-guys-she-says
http://www.eonline.com/news/182772/sophia-bush-austin-nichols-took-one-tree-hill-job-for-me
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Crime Scene Investigation.”

Outside of acting, Joy Lenz enjoys performing music and has added that

aspect to her career. She released her first album, “Preincarnate” in 2002

and released a lot of future music under her character’s name. In 2005, Joy

Lenz toured solo with costar Tyler Hilton, theme song singer Gavin Degraw

and regular onscreen guests The Wreckers, which features Michelle Branch

in 2005. She co-wrote with Hilton—whose song, “When the Stars Go Blue,”

reached No. 89 on the Billboard charts—and ex-American Idol judge Kara

DiGuardi. Soon after working on her own music, Joy Lenz created the

soundtrack for indie flick, “Ten Inch Hero,” where Tree Hill co-star Danneel

Harris met her now husband, “Supernatural” star Jensen Ackles, in 2010.

Outside of her various TV roles in crime dramas, Joy Lenz spent part of the

summer in Nashville working on her upcoming debut, “Your Woman,”

which she hopes will be released this year.

Bonus: Kate VoegeleBonus: Kate Voegele
Kate Voegele is a northeast Ohio native who was raised in Bay Village and

stayed within her home state to attend Miami University. Voegele

independently released two EPs—The Other Side in 2003 and Louder Than

Words in 2005—and then a full length, Don’t Look Away, in 2007 via her

newly signed contract with Interscope Records. It was around the time of

her debut album that she began appearing on “One Tree Hill” as a

struggling singer, Mia. She partners up with Burton’s Peyton and the two

work together to make music. Mia became a main character throughout the

final seasons of the show, and Voegele released two more albums in 2009

and 2011. Voegele has yet to do any acting or music since the end of “One

Tree Hill,” and most recently got married to a professional lacrosse player

in September 2012.
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